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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study, for the existence of 2m-periodic solutions, the 
nonlinear differential equation 
X” + grad G(X) = p(t), (1) 
where I is a n-vector, p(t) is continuous and k-periodic in t and GE C2(Rn, R). 
This equation can be interpreted as the equations of motion of a mechanical 
system subject to conservative internal forces and a periodic external force. 
This equation was studied by Leach [9] and Loud [8] for the case fz = 1. 
Lazer and Sanchez [7] generalised these results to the n-dimensional case. 
Cesari and Kannan [3] developed a general technique for nonlinear 
differential equations where a given differential equation was reduced to an 
equivalent system of two equations. The idea of such a decomposition in the 
frame of functional analysis was originally due to Cesari and it has been 
developed and applied to a variety of situations by several authors. A detailed 
survey of these results may be found in Cesari [l] and Hale [4]. In this paper 
we use the technique of [3] to obtain some results on the existence of periodic 
solutions of (I). In [3] we considered differential equations of the type 
Ex = Nx, where E is a linear differential operator with associated homo- 
geneous boundary conditions and N is a monotone operator. In this paper 
the differential equation (1) is of the type Ex = Nx, where --N is a monotone 
operator. General abstract theorems concerning the existence of periodic 
solutions of second order nonlinear differential equations were proved in [SJ. 
In Section 2 we describe, in the present particular situation, the process 
which was developed in [3]. Lazer and Sanchez [7] proved that if there 
exist p > 0, 4 > 0 and an integer N such that 
WI < qI < (?G(n)ji)xi i3xj) < PI < (IV + 1)“1 
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for all a E R”, then (1) has a 2rr-periodic solution. In Section 3 of this paper 
we apply the theory of Section 2 to show that under the same hypothesis as 
those of Lazer and Sanchez there exists a unique 2n-periodic solution of (1). 
Uniqueness of the solution was not obtained by Lazer and Sanchez Es]. 
Section 4 of the paper shows how the theory of Section 2 may be applied to 
obtain more general results. In particular we obtain sufficient conditions 
for the existence of 2nr-periodic solutions of (l), even if 4 2 AT2 This case 
q == Na is relevant since it represents a case of resonance. 
2. OUTLINE OF THE UNDERLYING THEORV 
We now describe in the present particular situation the process of decom- 
posing (1) into an equivalent system of two equations, which was developed 
in 133. 
Let S be the space of L%z-vector functions of period 2rr with inner product 
defined by 
<x, y} = 1’ x+(t) y(t) tit, 
where .v+ denotes the transpose of x(t). Further let SE denote the set of all 
x E S which are absolutely continuous in [0, 27r] together with x’ and with 
X” f L,[O, 2n] and satisfy x(O) = x(271.), x’(O) == s’(2~). Then let E, E: S, + S, 
SE C S be defined by Ex = x”, x E SE and N: S ---t S be defined by 
Nx = -grad G(x) + p(t) under hypotheses on G, to be given later, which 
guarantee that N: 5’ -?’ S. Then (1) can be written as 
Ex = hTx. (2) 
The associated problem Er + Xx = 0 with boundary conditions x(O) = 
4274, x’(O) = x’(2n) h as a countable set of eigenvalues 0, 12, P,...) each 
with suitable multiplicity, and the eigenfunctions & , $a ,...r form a complete 
orthonormal system in S. For the sake of simplification let us denote by Ai 
the eigenvalue related to & , i = 1, 2 ,..., hi < hi+r , X, --) +co as i -3 + 00, 
and E$d i h,$i = 0. For any m >, 1, let S, = fCI :..., &} and let P: S 3 S, 
be the orthogonal projection operator. Thus any x E S has a Fourier Series 
x = Cy c,& with ci = (x, &J and P,v = C’y c& . If S, = (I- P)S, then 
any x E S, has Fourier series x = Cz,, ci& and let H: S, -+ S, be the linear 
operator defined by Hx = -2:” m+l c&‘& , m 3 1. It can be seen that 
H(I - P) Ex = (I - P)x, PEx = EPx for all x E SE 
and 
EH(I - P) Nx = (I - P) Nx, for all x E S. 
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If x is a solution of (2), then x E S, C S and by applying Ii(I - P) to both 
sides of .Ex = NX we get 
(I- P)x = H(I- P)Nx 
or (3) 
x - H(I - P) N<x = Px. 
Thus every solution of Ex = Nx is a solution of (3). Also, using the fact that 
hi -+ CO, we can conclude by looking at the Fourier series expansion for Hx 
that u = I& and U’ are continuous in [ii, 2z-J and satisfy the boundary 
conditions. Also, if we consider the Fourier Series for x - HAT, we can 
conclude that u -= Hx and U’ are absolutely continuous in [& 2~1 and a”(t) E S. 
Thus the range of W is contained in S, . 
Now if x is a solution of (3), then Px E S,, C S, and H(J- P) Nx E S, . 
Hence x E S, and by applying E to both sides of (3) we have 
01 
En:-(I-P)Nx=EPx=PEx 
Ex - iVx = P(Ex - Nx). 
Hence any solution of (3) is a solution of EX = NX if and only if 
P(Ex - Ah) = 0. (4) 
Let x* be any element of SO . If, for Px = xc, (3) has a unique solution, 
then (4) reduces to 
PN[I - H(I - P)NJ+* - PEx” = 0. 
Thus under the assumptions and with the definitions stated at the beginning 
of this Section we conclude that if for every x* E SO , (3) has a unique solution, 
the equation Ex = Nx is equivalent to the system of equations 
x - H(1 - P) N.v = .‘c* (5) 
PN[l - H(I- P)N]-lx* - Ex” = 0 (6) 
where x* is any element of S,,. Equations (5) and (6) are called the auxiliary 
and bifurcation equations respectively. 
3. EXISTENCE OF A UNIQUE PERIODIC SOLUTION OF (1) 
We now obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique periodic 
solution of (1). As stated in Section 2 it suffices to consider Eqs. (5) and (6). 
We first note that the operator --H(I - P) is linear, compact and monotone. 
In fact, for x = C c,& E S, 
(-H(I - P)r, x> -, Amtl (j --N(I - P)x /12. (7) 
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With the same symbols as in Section 2 we now have 
THEOREM 1. Let there exist an integer M and two numnbe~s p ad q such that 
(9) 
for all a E Rn. Also let p(t) E S. 
Then (1) has a unique periodic solution. 
Ptoof. As stated in Section 2, (1) is equivalent to the system of equations 
x-Iq--P)Nx=f+ (5) 
PN[I - H(I - P)N]-lx* - Ex” = 0. (6) 
If follows from (9) that N: S -+ S is continuous and bounded. Since 
--!?(.I - P) is compact and linear, it follows that --H(I - P)N is compact. 
We now use the following variant of the Schauder principle of invariance of 
domain (for details see [5]): If T is a compact map of the Hilbert space S into 
itself such that (I + T)-l . b is ounded and I + T is one-to-one, then for any 
ZI E S there exists a unique solution u E S of the equation u + TU = zi. 
For the rest of the paper we will denote --H(I - P) by K. 
Equation (5) can then be written as x + KNx = x*. Hence, if we show 
I + KN is one-to-one and (I + &Y-r is bounded, then (5) is uniquely 
solvable for each X* E S, . 
I -t KN is one-to-one. If u + KNu = v $ KNv then 
(ilk - NV, u - vj = --(Nu - NV, KNu - KNz;) 
< -Xwz2+1 II KNu - KNv !12, by (5) 
=- bn+-1 II fA - z’ 11%. (10) 
But NU = -grad G(u) + p(t), so that 
Also 
Nu - NV = -(grad G(u) - grad G(a)). 
These facts, together with the properties of the Gateaux derivative, contradict 
(10). Thus I + KN is one-to-one. 
505/16/3-8 
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(I -t KN)-l is bounded. Let u + KNu = w, I/ w 11 < R. By (5), 
(Nu, KNU) > Xm+l jj KNU 112 




< p /I w - u Ii2 + (NW, w - u> 
< P II w - u !I2 4 II NW II II w - u II. 
((NW - Nu, w - u> > -p 11 w - u /Ia follows as above). The boundedness 
of N and jJ w /j < R imply that /I u /( < d(R) i.e., (I + KN)-l is bounded. 
Hence by the variant of the Schauder principle of invariance of domain as 
stated above, it follows that (5) is uniquely solvable for each x* E S, . 
We now proceed to solve (6). First we show that (I + KN)-I is continuous. 
Let u = (I + KN)-lx* and b = (I + KN)-ly*. Then a + KNu = N* and 
b + KNb z-y”. Thus 
/!a-611 <l/x”- y” II + II KNa - k’Nb II 
dllx” -y*Il +L~JiNa-WI, 
by (8). Once again, from 
(a2G(a)/8xi 8Xj) < p-7 
and Nu - Nb = -(grad G(a) - grad G(b)); it follows that 
II a - b II < II x* --Y*/ +PG,lI+-ll. 
Sincep < Amfl , it follows that (I + KN)-l is continuous. 
Equation (6) can be written as 
x* + P[E - I - PN(I + KN)-r]x* = 0. (11) 
Since (I + KN)-1 is continuous and bounded, (11) is an equation of the type 
{I+ T)x” =O h w ere T is a compact map of S, into itself. Hence we can 
again apply the variant of the Schauder principle. We first show that 
I + P[E - I - PN(1 + KN)-l] is one-to-one. For if 
x* f P[E - I - PN(I+ KN)-l] x* = y” + P[E - I - PN(I + KN)-l]y* 
then 
Ex” - Ey” = PN[I + KN]-‘x” - PN[I + KN]-ly”. 
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Hence 
(EX* - Ey*, x* - y*j = (PN[I + KNJ-IX* - PN[I+ KiV-ly*, x*- y*) 
= (N[I + KN]-lx* - N[I + KN-“y*, x* -Jr”). 
For: any 
and hence (Ex*, x*> >, --A, jj xsL: /J2. Hence 
(N(I + K-N)%* - N[I + KN]-ly*, x* - y*> > -,i, }J x* - y* !j2. (12) 
If (I + KN)-lx” = U, (I + KN)-ly* = W, it follows that 21 f KNu = xx, 
v+KNV=y*andPu=x*,P~=y*.Thusjjx*--*II~(ju--[jl.Also 
using the hypotheses 
we get a contradiction to (12), thereby establishing that 
I + P[E - I - PN(I + KN)-l-J 
is one-to-one. 
{I -j- P[E - I - PN(I + KN)-l])-l is bounded. Let 
{I + P[E - I - PN(I f- KN)-l1j-l y* = 3” 
and let 21 = [I + K,‘lr]-l x*. Then Ex* - PNu = y*. Now 
<Y” , x*> = (EL+, x”) - (PNu, x”) 
> -x, /I x* /I2 - (hh, x*} 
= -A, jj x* [I2 - (Nu - NO, x* - Oj - (NO, x*} 
> -A, j] x* ]I2 + q Ij x* jl$ - (NO, r*>. 
Thus (q - Am) /j x* /j’2 < (y” , x*> + (hT0, xx). Since q > A, , this implies 
(I f P[E - I - PN(I + KN)-l]}-l is bounded. 
Thus Eq. (11) (or equivalently Eq. (6)) is uniquely solvable in S, . Hence 
by the theory of Section 2, Eq. (1) is uniquely sokable under the hypotheses 
of the theorem. 
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4. ALTERNATIVE SUFFICIENCY HE-POTRESES 
If one looks at the proof of Theorem 1, it can be seen that the hypothesis 
(a2G(u)/i3xi %xj) <PI < A,& 
is sufficient not only to obtain a unique solution of the auxiliary equation for 
each x* E S,, but also to guarantee the continuity of (I + K~N)-l. We now 
consider the solvability of Eq. (6) or equivalently Eq. (7) by using results 
other than the variant of the Schauder principle. In the process we obtain 
sufficient conditions for the solvability of (1) but we do not get uniqueness 
of the solutions. The chief advantage is that the hypothesis 
azG(fz) 
axi axj 
> qI > h,l 
is dropped in that we assume q > X, . Thus when grad G(X) = m4 + k(x) 
where la(s) is bounded, we obtain sufficiency conditions for bounded per- 
turbations at resonance. (See Lazer and Leach [6]). We now state the following 
theorem. For details see [5]. 
THEOREM A. (JVith the same symbols as used in the paper). The equation 
(I $- PT)x = 0 has a solution in S, , where T: S, -+ S, proaided (TX, x> > 
- II 32 112- 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the equation 
d + A& + h(x) = p(t), (13) 
where h(x) is a fufaction such that the Nemytskii operator (&Ix)(t) = 
p(t) - h(x)(t) satisjies 
(i) M: S --j. S is continuous nwd bounded. 
(ii) ~$M~-il~Vjl <pl[u--v/l for all u,vES where 0 <p< 
Ain+1 - A, . 
(iii) There exists R > 0 such that (Mu, x’“> < 0 for all /j x* 1) > R 
and (I -j- KN)-1 x* = ZL. 
Then Eq. (13) has at least one 2r-periodic solution (-with tlze hypothesis on p(t) 
being as uszul). 
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Proof. With the usual symbols, N: S -+ S is the operator defined by 
(Nx)(~) = --h,x - h(x) $ p(t). Thus 
(Nu - NV, ZL - v> = --A, 11 u - v ]I2 + (Mu - Mv, u - v> 
>, -(hn + P> II * - v 112- 
By hypothesis X,, + p < A,,, , so that by looking at the proof of the 
solvability of the auxiliary equation in Theorem 1, we can conclude that the 
auxiliary problem for Eq. (13) is uniquely solvable and that the operator 
(I + KN-l is also continuous and bounded. Hence we are left with Eq. (6) 
or equivalently Eq. (11). Now Eq. (11) is of the type (I + PT) x* = 0 
where T = E - I - PN(I + &V)-I . Also, for u -1 KiVu = x*, we have 
(TX*, s*> = (I&*, x*) - [j x* (je - (PXZL, x*, 
3 -A, 11 x* j/2 - jj x* 11’3 - (AJZL, a”’ 
= -A, 11 x* !I”, - j! xx** I)“- + A,, I! x* !j2 - (Mu, x”> 
3 - 11 x* jp, 
Hence, by Theorem 2, there exists a solution x* of (I + PT) x* == 0. 
Thus Eq. (1) has at least one 25r-periodic solution under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. 
5. REMARKS 
(a) Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2 need not be true for every x* E S, . In 
fact it is sufficient if that hypothesis is true for all x* on the boundary of 
/I x* // < f, for some r > 0. 
(bj Since Eq. (5) has a unique solution for each X* E S, , it follows that 
to every solution of (6), or equivalently (1 l), there corresponds a solution to 
(1) and thus the number of solutions of (1) is the same as the number of 
solutions of (11). 
(c) One can also proceed as in Cesari [2] for the bifurcation equation 
and thereby apply the process to the study of the first Galerkin approximation 
to the solution and obtain numerical error bounds. 
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